Great times on the

GREAT
LAKES

Inside: the dunes, resort history,
Fourth of July celebrations—
yes, summer is here!

LIFE ON THE GREAT LAKES COMES
TO LIFE IN STORY AND SONG
Learn more about
life on and around
the Great Lakes with
performances by local
musician and educator Benjamin Gauthier.
The free concerts take
place each week during the Museum’s
Wednesday Hands-on
programs this summer. Benjamin will
share facts and folklore about Michigan’s
Great Lakes, life under the water, Michigan resorts,
lighthouses and more, then write songs with the audience and sing the songs in whatever musical genre the
audience chooses! Performance times are Wednesdays,
June 22–Aug. 3 at 1:30, 2:30, and 3:30 p.m. More program information can be found on page 21.

New KVM gallery space to be unveiled this summer

A

new gallery, designed to spotlight the Kalamazoo
Valley Museum’s collection and those of its
peers around the state and nation, is under construction on the first floor.
What had originally been the 1,000-square-foot
Mercantile gift shop when the Museum opened in
February of 1996 and more recently housed “A Legacy of
Elegance” is being remodeled to host smaller exhibits.
“It’s part of the Museum’s goal to change some of its
exhibits and to cater to the interests of adult visitors,”
said Paula Metzner, assistant director for collections
services. “Those who come for the movies or other entertainment venues on Saturday nights will be able to visit
this gallery.”
It will debut on July 2 with “Welcome to Idlewild:
The Black Eden of Michigan.” (See related story on page
5 of this issue.) The Michigan State University Museum
traced the origins and development of the famous African-

American summer resort through free-standing banners
and quilts. It closes Nov. 6.
Next on the calendar will be another showcase created by the MSU Museum, “Immigration and Caricature:
Ethnic Images from the Appel Collection.” It features
print media, dating from the Civil War through World War
I, that explore the role of caricature and stereotyping in
forming American values and attitudes about people of
diverse ethnicities. Its booking is from Nov. 19 to April
2, 2006.
When the Museum celebrates the 125th anniversary of
its establishment and the 10th birthday of the building,
the first-floor gallery will be filled with a cross section of
its historical collection. This is tentatively scheduled to
open on April 22, 2006.
“Legacy of Elegance” was an exhibition of paintings,
porcelain and pewter donated to the Museum by local
philanthropists and collectors.
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ON THE COVER: The special beauty of Lake Michigan is conveyed in this
image of the St. Joseph, Mich. pier and lighthouse by photographer Deb
McClurken. The Museum’s latest special exhibition, “The Great Lakes
Story,” investigates the history and ecology of Lake Michigan and its four
sister lakes. Stories begin on page 3.
Look for the * symbol and the icon at right
throughout this magazine—they indicate objects
you can view in the special Museography display
case, located next to the reception desk on the
main floor of the Museum, or in other exhibit areas
throughout the KVM.

History, science, nature & folklore combine in…

FROM THE DIRECTOR

HISTORY BY THE OUNCE

Great Lakes, great summer
I

n 1995, when we were planning exhibits for what we were
then calling “The New Museum,”
we were selected to participate in a partnership with The
Exploratorium, San Francisco’s
innovative museum of science,
art, and perception.
Funded by the National Science
Foundation, the partnership included
an opportunity to purchase several
Exploratorium exhibits for our own

institution. Among the exhibits we
selected are the interactive environmental sculptures by artist Ned Kahn,
which are now located on the first
floor at the entrance to the planetarium.
Kahn calls his sculptures “turbulent landscapes.” They model the
interaction of forces that shape the
environment on a smaller scale.
We selected Kahn’s models of a
tornado, of wind on the water, of
sand in the water, and
of sand moved by wind
because each of these
interactions is a familiar
occurrence in Michigan.
Tornados appear in
our skies, sand dunes
migrate along our lakeshore, waves ripple the
water’s surface, and wave
action carves the sand
beneath our feet.
These
exhibits
also sound a theme
for this 12th issue of
Museography,
which
explores our relationship to the environment through articles
on the Great Lakes, lake
resorts, the Kalamazoo
River, sand dunes, and
even tornadoes that
have visited Southwest
Michigan.
You will also read
Museum visitors are enthralled by the wind-on-water sculpture in the main floor exhibition “The Seasons of Southwest
about the oldest photoMichigan.”
graph in our collection,
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the history of Alamo Township, how
we celebrated the Fourth of July in
bygone eras, and how we will mark it
this year when a spacecraft launched
last December meets up with the
comet Tempel 1.
“The Great Lakes Story,” a traveling
exhibition created by the Great Lakes
Science Center in Cleveland, Ohio, in
conjunction with the National Science
Foundation, begins a six-month stay
at the Museum in June. (Story begins
on page 3.)
Our Summer Hands-on Happenings
—free Wednesday-afternoon programs
for children—are all about the Great
Lakes. Films on Wednesday evenings
and weekend afternoons, as well as
offerings in the planetarium and the
Challenger Learning Center, make up
a full summer schedule of Museum
events. (Calendar information begins
on page 21.)
This summer also marks the retirement of a veteran museum staffer, our
own Valerie Eisenberg, who has served
as the museum’s director of visitor
services for 19 years. Valerie is the
organizing talent behind the museum’s Greeter Guides, our volunteer
program, and our seasonal brochures
and special events.
She leaves the Museum for an
extended visit to China where her son
Joel is teaching English. Valerie and
her husband, Ken Eisenberg, have
been a part of the Kalamazoo Valley
Museum since our days in the old
Kalamazoo Public Library and Museum
building. They will be missed.
Museography
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eological and glacial forces across eons fashioned Michigan
into “The Water Wonderland.”
The question is:
Will humanity’s industrial ingenuity crush and destroy in
a few hundred years what it took nature thousands—even
millions—to create? Or, can the Information Age and the
Age of Advanced Technology undo the damages from industrialization and an expanding population?
These storylines will be addressed in the Kalamazoo Valley
Museum’s next nationally touring exhibition, “The Great Lakes
Story,” which will open on June 18 and run through Jan. 15,
2006.
Blessed with game, timber and mineral resources that were viewed
The Great Lakes are often remembered by “H.O.M.E.S.”—
to be limitless by its white settlers and entrepreneurs, Michigan has
Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, and Superior.
absorbed those assaults on its natural assets and, in many cases,
rebounded. What may not as easily recuperate is the region’s most treasured possession—fresh water.
Cumulatively, the Great Lakes constitute the largest body of fresh water in the world. The 143,000-square-mile Caspian
Sea is the largest inland body of water on the planet. Fed by seven rivers from its northern shore in the former Soviet
Union to its southern boundary of Iran, it is, however, a saline lake.
Individually, Lake Superior ranks No. 2 in size at 31,700 square miles while lakes Huron and Michigan place fifth and
sixth, respectively. The five Great Lakes hold 18 percent of the fresh water on Earth. Scientists say only 1 percent of
that reservoir is being renewed annually, and hence the concern.
Created by the Great Lakes Science Center in Cleveland, Ohio, in conjunction with the National Science Foundation,
“The Great Lakes Story” is packaged into several themes that are illustrated by 25 exhibits.
Beginning with a computer game that tests one’s knowledge about the Great Lakes and concluding with a walk-around
model of this mammoth basin of fresh water, the 40 activity stations offer hands-on educational opportunities for all ages.
The Great Lakes first came into the recorded view of Europeans in the early 1600s. By 1800, 300,000 settlers had
staked claims in the region. As they began to take advantage of the treasure of minerals, fertile farmland, timber, fishery
and wildlife, each factor impacted on the fresh-water ecology. Today, the Great Lakes basin is home to nearly 40 million
people.
Mankind’s pervasive influence has come in a variety of forms—the pollution of water quality by toxic contaminants
stemming primarily from industrial practices, the destruction of the ecosystem by such invasive species as the zebra
mussel and the spiny water flea, and the eradication of dunes and coastal wetlands.
Among the exhibit’s features are four sections, each with activities that illustrate the lakes’ physical characteristics,
natural beauty, geography, geology, and delicately balanced ecosystem:
continued on page 4
www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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• “Why the Great Lakes Are Great.”
• “Great Lakes Natural Processes.”
• “Changes and Threats to the Great Lakes.”
• “Restoring the Great Lakes.”
“The goal of the exhibition,” said Val Davillier, the
Cleveland center’s director of exhibits, “is to tell the
story of how the Great Lakes were formed, how they
have changed over the years, and how science and
technology are being used to understand and remedy
environmental problems that threaten to destroy these
amazing and irreplaceable resources.”
One of the interactives probes the origins, distributions, effects and controls of aquatic species—from the
lamprey eel to the zebra mussel—that have invaded
the Great Lakes since the St. Lawrence Seaway brought
Visitors study the impact of humans on the Great Lakes ecosystems.
ocean-going vessels into these fresh-water ports.
Another illustrates how temperature may impact the Great Lakes region based on climate-change models that track the
effects of global warming.
Through computer connections, visitors can tap into Internet sites that feed the latest information about environmental
threats, their remediation, and the attempts at the restoration of fragile ecosystems. These updates pick up the story since
the debut of the exhibition last October at the science center in Cleveland.
According to historical estimates, some 15,000 vessels have encountered troubles in the waters of the 94,560-square-mile
Great Lakes because of collisions or poor maritime communications. Of these, about 4,000 were sent to the bottom, ripped
apart by monstrous seas said to be among the most perilous in the world. More than half of these shipwrecks have still not
been located, although the Great Lakes historians know they are down there waiting to be found.
As commerce boomed in the 19th century in the
Midwest, so did the use of the Great Lakes as the medium
for transporting goods and services. Raw materials went
one way and manufactured products came back the other
aboard steamers, schooners and barges. As part of the
exhibition, visitors can chart their own course along
major shipping routes.
They will also be able to cast votes about contemporary ecological questions. Aided by data collected via
remote-sensing satellites, visitors will be introduced to a
“Top 10” list of environmental concerns. They will be able
to compare their votes to previous exhibit visitors.
For example, “When Bloom Is Doom” features an interactive computer program that examines how changing
variables, such as phosphate levels from detergents, can
Learn facts about their history and stories of those who lived and worked
damage a lake’s ecosystem.
on their waters.
“The Great Lakes continue to be subject to a range of
environmental pollutants and ecosystem stresses,” Davillier said. “However, relatively low is the awareness of the general
public of their unique value, the threats to the ecological balance, the implications of these threats, and the remediation
and conservation under way. This exhibition seeks to fill that information gap and enhance public learning about the
Great Lakes.
“Every area of the country is dealing with stress on natural resources,” he
The Great Lakes Story is a traveling exhibit
created by the Great Lakes Science Center said. “We hope ‘The Great Lakes Story’ can be used as a model for environmental
in Cleveland, Ohio, in conjunction with the
awareness.”
National Science Foundation
4
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WELCOME TO IDLEWILD:
The Black Eden
“For sheer physical beauty, for sheen of water and golden air, for nobleness of tree and flower shrub, for shining river and song of bird, and the low moving whisper of sun, moon, and star, it is the ‘beautifulest’ stretch
I have seen for twenty years…”
That’s how W. E. B. DuBois, one of the founders of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
described Idlewild, a fabled summer resort in Michigan’s Lake County and a training grounds for up-and-coming entertainers destined for stardom.
DuBois, the first African American to earn a doctorate at Harvard, commented about Idlewild in a 1921 edition of “Crisis,”
the association’s magazine that he edited for 25 years.
In 1912, four white land developers and their wives bought 2,700 acres of land in Yates Township around Idlewild Lake,
70 miles north of Grand Rapids and 30 miles from Lake Michigan. They organized the Idlewild Resort Co. to fill a marketing
niche in the Jim Crow Era—provide a vacation spot
for middle- and upper-class blacks who were denied
entrance to segregated white resorts.
The developers offered excursions to the area and
began selling lots to buyers from Chicago.
Among the first investors was Dr. Daniel Hale
Williams, who in 1893 became the first surgeon in the
United States to perform open-heart surgery.
Herman and Lela G. Wilson from Chicago, three of
Dr. Williams’ associates, and 20 others were the first
group of African-American professionals to board one
of these excursions. Dr. Williams vacationed in Lake
County for years, retired there, and died at Idlewild
in 1931.
DuBois, himself, who was born in 1868 and lived
Resorters at the Idlewild Club House, ca. 1926.
for
95 years, was also one of the early investors, as
Photo courtesy of Ben C. Wilson.
was Madame C.J. Walker, the first self-made woman
millionaire in the United States. Joe Louis, author Zora Neale Hurston, and poet Langston Hughes vacationed there.
Owning Idlewild property became a status symbol and the resort flourished through the 1950s. At its peak, it was the
most popular resort in the Midwest. As many as 25,000 visitors, from as far away as Cuba and Liberia, would come to the
cluster of lakes three miles southeast of Baldwin in the height of the summer for outdoor sports and night-time entertainment.
There were hundreds of summer homes and rental cottages, more than 40 motels and lodges, two hotels, dozens of shops,
grocery stores, restaurants, night clubs and taverns, beauty shops and service stations, a roller-skating rink, a riding stable,
two swimming and bathing beaches, and at least 13 churches.
Idlewild became known as “The Black Eden,” attracting the greatest entertainers—Della Reese, Al Hibbler, Stevie Wonder,
Jackie Wilson, the Four Tops, Sarah Vaughn, Aretha
This traveling exhibit is supported by grants from the Michigan Humanities
Council, Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs, National Endowment for
Franklin, Sammy Davis Jr., Bill Cosby, Fats Waller,
the Arts, and the Research Council for the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, with
Billy Eckstine, Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, Duke
in-kind support from the Idlewild Historical Museum and Cultural Center and
Michigan State University Museum.
continued on page 23
Ellington, and B.B. King.
www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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The Majesty of
Michigan’s
magnificent Dunes
I

f you’ve never romped in the
dunes along the shores of western
Michigan, you’ve been missing out on
a unique experience—unique because
the dunes themselves are unlike any
others in the world.
While there are other spectacular dunes
around the planet, Michigan’s 250,000
acres of coastal dunes have formations and
microenvironments that create the most
diverse ecosystem in the entire Great Lakes
region.
In geologic terms, Lake Michigan dunes
are recent formations—perhaps only about
3,000 to 4,000 years old.
If you think that’s not particularly
recent, consider this: the Kalamazoo Valley
Museum’s mummy is about 2,300 years old,
and some of the other Egyptian antiquities
on exhibit here are 5,000 years old.
OK, so age is relative, but in geologic
time,
our dunes are young. Certainly, the
Above: a sand dune near Stevensville, Mich. Below: drawing shows a cross-section of a
typical Michigan dunefield.
dunes’ formation began in the Ice Age—
the Pleistocene era—more than one million
years ago when glaciers repeatedly advanced and retreated across the continent.
With each successive advance and retreat, boulders, sand, clay and soil moved—and moved again—finally to be deposited as the last glacier melted away. These deposits are called glacial drift, or moraine. This is the source of the sand that
forms our dunes.
Water and wind move the sand, and vegetation traps it, creating the typical formations of humid costal-region dunes.
The dunes of Southwest Michigan are mostly parabolic dunes. Among the most dramatic-looking dunes, they are ushaped and are found only in humid coastal areas.
They occur when the vegetation of a section of low-relief, linear dunes (which are formed parallel to the shoreline,
mainly by water action) is destroyed, exposing sand to the wind. The dunes move slowly inland as winds continue to push
sand over the crest to the leeward side.
Pushed higher and higher, these giant dunes can reach upward of 300 feet, ranking among the biggest in the world.
Other typical dune formations in Michigan are perched (relatively small dunes formed on top of glacial moraine) and
transverse (created by glacial meltwater, deposited in shallow bays).
Birds and insects use the Lake Michigan dunes during migration, both for navigation and for safe haven. There are spe6
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cies of plants and animals, some endangered and rare, that thrive in the dunes’ microenvironments.
Some dunal ecosystems are harsh environments, with temperatures that can reach 180 degrees Fahrenheit in the summer and below freezing in the winter.
As every gardener knows, temperature extremes, coupled with low-nutrient soil that does not hold water, create conditions not conducive to most plant life. But the plants that do thrive there are able to compete handily with less hardy
vegetation. Behind the dunes and in interdunal ponds, more delicate plant and animal life abounds. Lovely orchids, dwarf
iris, the delicate emerald dragonfly, and the endangered piping plover are among many that find refuge in the dunes.
Now, if you’re really, really lucky in your dunes exploration, you might come across a fulgerite. You wouldn’t want to
be present when a fulgerite is formed because you’d be risking your life standing on a sandy dune in a lightning storm.
Fulgerites are formed when lightning strikes the sandy ground and fuses the sand into hollow tubes. The resulting glasslike formations look very similar to roots and branches of trees and shrubs
desiccated by hot dry sand. They are easily overlooked, and quite fragile.
In the history of Michigan, the dunes have played a major role in the
state’s economic life. They are mined (for use in foundries), used for recreation, and are prime real estate both for private home owners and for
national, state, and local parks.
West Michigan even has its own ghost town, buried for generations in
the ever-shifting sands. In 1873, Singapore was a thriving lumber town
located at the western end of the Kalamazoo River just below present-day
Saugatuck.
The timber was brought downstream from inland places, and then Above: drawing of an idealized parabolic dune.
Below: the sight of Lake Michigan’s refreshing waters
shipped across Lake Michigan to Chicago. But by 1900 the timber was gone. greet those who climb to the crest of the dunes.
With no work, people left, and gradually
sand swept over the abandoned buildings and vegetation began stabilizing the
resulting dunes.
There is something comforting, perhaps other-worldly, in the notion that
even human activity, often so destructive, gives way to the forces of nature,
leaving little trace of generations past.
That said, many are the environmental
concerns resulting from human habitation and other land uses. Water pollution,
erosion of beaches and dunes, and loss
of wildlife habitat are among the consequences of human interactions with
this land.
But the land is resilient, to a degree,
and many of the areas protected by state legislation (about 70,000 acres of dunes) are a testament to eons of geological
change, and also to actions of citizens who recognize the treasure that the Great Lakes dunes truly are.
When you visit this summer’s exhibit, “The Great Lakes Story,” you will be able to vote on which of 10 environmental
concerns you feel are the most important for the future of these bodies of water. You’ll be able to compare your vote to
those of other visitors.
But there’s so much more to learn about the dunes and the Great Lakes region that will likely pique your interest and
elicit comments like, “I didn’t know that.” If the weather’s not conducive to roaming the dunes (and even if it is), come
to the Museum and find out how our dunes are only one feature of our region that makes the Great Lakes great.
Photographs courtesy of Eric Schreur. Drawings copyright © 2001 by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Geological Survey
Division. GSD, Pamphlet 7 “Michigan’s Sand Dunes” by Steven. E. Wilson, available from the DEQ website (www.michigan.gov/deq).

www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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JEWISH RESORTS
in South Haven

A

hhhh. Lake Michigan…
“The Big Lake” has always been an important element in the lives of the
people in Southwest Michigan.
They go to relax on its beaches and get away from daily pressures. They go to
swim, camp, fish, sail, or just listen to the waves and enjoy the view.
When “The Big Lake” decides to kick up its heels, the view—summer or winter—can be awesome.
In South Haven, a thriving tourist trade developed in the late 19th century,
attracting travelers from Chicago, Detroit, and other Midwest cities.
In the 20th century, a specific type of resort played a key role in area tourism.
These were resorts owned and operated by Jewish families and they catered to
Jewish tourists, though not exclusively. In a way, it was South Haven’s version
of Idlewild that was established for African Americans.
“At the time, there were just a few resorts and a couple of cottage complexes,”
said Rosalyn Schwartz, whose father ran Roseline Cottages. “Most of them were
restricted. They did not allow Jews. There were signs to that effect, as a matter
of fact. That was one of the reasons my father was willing to and wanted to buy
a property and do something about it. It made him very angry.”
Between the 1920s and 1960s, 55 Jewish resorts flourished in South
Haven. Ninety were listed at
one time as members of the
Resort Association, but as Henry
Greene of the Lorraine Resort once related, “Any home that had an extra
room to rent billed itself as a resort.”
Whether they were beach resorts or farm resorts, large or small, most
of the Jewish resorts of South Haven began with ethnic immigrants seeking a better life than they had in Europe or in large American cities.
Some of the rural resorts originated in the early 20th century when
an organization called the Jewish Agricultural Society helped immigrants
settle farms in Allegan and Van Buren counties. Most of the arrivals had
to learn a new set of skills because they weren’t originally farmers.
Field help came in the form of relatives and friends who would flock
from large cities, choosing the farm work for the country air, fresh-picked
food, and camaraderie that accompanied that life style.
When they overflowed the farmhouses and barns, they helped construct summer housing, adding a little more each year. Soon the farm
families began to charge a small fee for room and board. As amenities
were added, the farms reshaped themselves into resorts.
When asked to describe what life was like during the heyday of the
Evening entertainment at the resorts included theater,
resorts, Greene laughed and said, “It was wild!”
orchestras and dancing.

“The only bad thing
about the place is
all the goodbyes.”

8
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Guests enjoyed dance lessons in the morning, learning the popular steps they would need for evening parties. Resort
owners organized baseball teams that competed against one another. Tennis, shuffleboard, and swimming were also featured sports, while card and board games were extremely popular.
Every night at the larger resorts there was planned entertainment—including Jewish theater groups from Chicago, masquerade balls, talent shows, beauty pageants, dance bands, and hayrides.
In some cases, families continued to visit a resort for four generations. One
guest of Fidelman’s Resort remarked, “Here I’m part of the family. I meet old
friends and new. The only
bad thing about the place
is all the goodbyes.”
A major attraction
at some of the resorts
was the kosher cooking
“like grandmother used
to make.” But Jewish
guests were not the
only resort visitors by
any means.
“We could have been
an Italian resort,”
commented
Sheila
Rosaline Cottages, owned by the Schwartz family, was a
popular retreat for urbanites.
Fidelman.
“We had a lot of nonJewish customers, up until the very end,” Schwartz said. “An awful lot of
them. I would say it was a very mixed crowd.”
Despite the prosperity brought to the region by tourists, both Jewish
residents and visitors faced a considerable amount of anti-Semitism.
Rebecca Patner of Mendelson’s Atlantic Resort called it “incredible.”
Running a resort was a family affair. Success depended on everyone
pitching in, whether waiting tables, cooking, cleaning, or entertaining.
Some of the children each summer moved from their rooms to tents so
more space could be rented.
Gradually, the younger generations in the resort families went to college and pursued other careers. As car and air travel became accessible to
more Americans, families struck out on their own to explore the country
on vacations. Campgrounds and motel chains replaced the resorts.
Still, a revival of sorts may be taking place today in the form of small bed-and-breakfast outlets as vacationers
seek a return to personal attention and a homey atmosphere that the resorts once offered.
The way things were at the Jewish resorts of South Haven can be sampled at the Kalamazoo Valley Museum’s “On the
Trail of History” gallery. Videotaped memories of the resort families, along with their photos, home movies, and artifacts
are part of the exhibition.
www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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TORNADOES

Kalamazoo’s
W

Can you guess what these items from
the Museum’s collection are?
(Answers at the bottom of the page.)

#1

#2

This copper canister was
kept hidden by its user. The
shape is a clue to its use. *

It’s a musical instrument
named for how it works.*

#3

Early farmers with cattle or
oxen found these to be invaluable.*

1: A hip flask. It was used during Prohibition (1920-1933) to
carry a large quantity of bootleg whiskey or homemade gin into
a “speakeasy.” This homemade flask was strapped to the person’s
hip or thigh and was easily concealed under a coat. 2: A slide
whistle. It is constructed as a tube with a piston that slides in and
out, varying the pitch of the whistle. It is most commonly used as
a sound effect (such as in the soundtracks of animated cartoons,
suggesting something rapidly ascending or falling). It became
common in the 1920s when it was often used in jazz and popular
music. 3: Horn weights, used for training the horns of oxen or
cattle. Horns were trained downward, or in toward the face, to
prevent them from goring the farmer or other animals. These brass
weights were used on the oxen of Coldwater farmer Alonzo B. Allen
from 1850-1890. Commonly today, farm and ranch animals are
bred without horns, or they are surgically dehorned.
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Have a question about a person, object, or artifact
that relates to the history of Southwest Michigan?
Send your question to Tom Dietz, curator of
research, (269/373-7984 or tdietz@kvcc.edu)
and you may see your question answered
in a future issue of Museography.
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ho says history does not repeat itself?
Kalamazoo-area residents are marking the 25th anniversary of when the devil
winds of a tornado hopped, skipped and jumped into downtown Kalamazoo on a late
Tuesday afternoon—May 13, 1980.
Five people were killed, 79 injured and more than $50 million in damage was done to
property by a natural force that had the power—as described in The Kalamazoo Gazette’s
extra and the first it published since the end of World War II—“to pluck century-old trees
out of the ground like so many green onions.”
Flash back to 1834 and an account published some 35 years later in a book chronicling
the history of Kalamazoo County. The community was then the village of Bronson. The tornado “approached by way of the narrow valley of Arcadia Creek.” It “seemed to deploy, as
it debouched upon the plain, like a charging column into line of battle, and swept with
terrific violence over the frightened hamlet.”
The county history also contained these personal recollections:
“The western sky suddenly assumed a strange and awful appearance; a reddening
shadow mantled the earth, a warm gust of wind swept over the valley, and then a peculiar
whistling sound was heard, while above the contorted clouds put on more awful shapes.
“Presently, the moaning of the wind, the sudden shaking and swaying of the trees, the glistening of the leaves, abruptly
smitten and upturned against the darkened sky in the narrow valley of the Arcadia west of the village, gave the first evidence of
the wild rush of the swooping tornado.
“Down it swept across the plain, gathering strength and velocity
as it sped onward. Its movement, swifter than the flight of the
swiftest bird, was singular and hideously sportive of its character.
“Its width was hardly more than a hundred feet, yet it would rise
and fall, now turn to the right, then to the left; here skimming
over a house or tree, there swooping away impediments as though
they were gossamer.”
A home at the corner of Burdick and Michigan today had its
roof ripped off as a bed-ridden ill woman experienced that quick
removal without being injured. After it steamrolled into a kitchen,
left in the fury’s wake was only the oven with two loaves of dough
about to become bread.
Chimneys were toppled, trees were topped, and flying bricks
injured some villagers. Parts of homes and personal possessions
were found on the east side of the river.
Some 146 years later, the killer tornado of 1980 touched down
at 4 p.m. west of the community and proceeded to makes its upand-down way along M-43, West Main Street, and through Bronson
Park. One of the giant trees sucked out of the ground reportedly
offered shade to Abraham Lincoln when he spoke at a Republican
Party rally there in August of 1856.
Blown-out windows of the Industrial State Bank Building
After it rammed into the Comerica Building, the tornado bull- (today the Comerica Building) are a backdrop to the uprooted
trees in Bronson Park, May 1980.
continued on page 12
dozed into Gilmore’s Department Store,
www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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and basically, with a touchdown here and there, dissipated. It was all over in 25 minutes.
But it will never be over for those who experienced the 1980 twister. As with the Americans who can recall exactly
where they were when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, when President Kennedy was assassinated, and when the airliners hit the towers in New York, Kalamazooans remember the details of May 13, 1980.
However, there is one major and highly unusual difference between Kalamazoo’s two “downtown tornados.” The 1834
visitor arrived on the afternoon of Oct. 18. Get this! A severe snowstorm hit the next day.
Southwest Michigan can make a case for being “Tornado Alley.” Over one decade, the Kalamazoo area was cyclone-free.
Then, in a period from June through August, four hit in one year.
• Aug. 8, 1939—flattening 25 homes and four businesses in South Comstock but killing only two, a tornado, described
as a huge barrel of black clouds, was labeled the most monstrous in the history of the county. Damage was placed at about
$750,000. Some 40 were injured. In all, five tornados hit the state that day.
There had been a harbinger of things to come. Six days earlier, a major wind storm smashed into the Comstock area.
Europe was on the brink of war, and residents of Comstock didn’t know they were on the eve of destruction. Similar to
the storm that ripped through Schoolcraft and the Galesburg area a few years ago, it was not classified as a tornado.
• Early June of 1943—a record twister wreaked havoc over a six-mile swath, taking out trees eight feet in circumference
in such communities as Schoolcraft, Dowagiac and Marcellus.
• April 7, 1956—three funnels ripped through the Saugatuck, Bangor, Bloomingdale, and Allegan areas with one judged
to have a greater destructive force than the tornado that devastated Flint three years earlier and killed 116 people. In
Michigan on that day in 1953, 50 funnels were sighted. The 1956 tornado took the lives of 25 in West Michigan, including
17 in the Hudsonville area.
• The Palm Sunday tornado of April 11, 1965, part of a sixstate barrage of twisters that killed 215, 42 of them in Michigan.
Cooper Township was the hardest hit in this part of the state.
• April 2, 1977—within seconds, homes in the Augusta and
Galesburg areas were reduced to rubble. Looking like a bombedout war zone, the village of Augusta was clobbered by nature’s
back hand, leaving in its path on an
early Saturday afternoon raw gasoline
in the street flowing dangerously close
to downed power lines. With concrete
steps leading to nowhere, 40 dwellings
were destroyed or damaged in the vicinity, but there were no deaths. Loss was
estimated at $3.5 million.
Here are typical personal accounts
of those who survive nature’s magnum
force:
“I saw houses across the street just disappear. I never saw so many terrified and
panic-stricken people. They laid right
Kalamazooans could not only relive
down on the ground and screamed.”
their memories of the 1980 tornado,
“The sky was sickly green. The neighthey could wear them.*
bor’s TV antenna didn’t just wobble in the wind. It simply bent over.”
After the Augusta tornado, the Gazette interviewed one of the affected residents, David Eldridge. It was his second such
experience, having lived through the 1939 blaster as a 12 year old in the basement of a home on G Avenue.
“We sang a lot of hymns that day,” he said about the 1939 brush with death. “I have been watching the skies ever since.
A tornado is the only thing I’m really afraid of.”
There is a kinder, gentler, compassionately conservative version of a tornado on the first floor of the Kalamazoo Valley
Museum, compliments of a “hands-in” exhibit created by The Exploratorium in San Francisco.
12
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Celebrating the 4th of July
A

s summer approaches, we look forward to the
festivities surrounding Independence Day, the
quintessential American holiday.
The picnics, ballgames, and outdoor concerts, capped
by spectacular fireworks displays, make the 4th of July a
celebration like none other.
Kalamazoo County residents in the 19th century also
marked the nation’s birth with special festivities. The
Kalamazoo Light Guard of the Michigan militia was required
by state law to parade on the 4th of July. The 1880 History
of Kalamazoo County describes several Independence Day
celebrations while the histories of local towns mention others. A look at those celebrations reveals the patriotism and, Detail of the Grand Centennial Program, Kalamazoo, July 4, 1876.
occasionally, the free spirits of earlier times.
One 4th of July celebration was held on Gull Prairie (now Richland) in 1836. That Monday morning, farmers and townsfolk gathered at the Presbyterian Church. They heard a sermon on temperance and listened to Col. Isaac Barnes, the
township’s first settler, read the Declaration of Independence. Afterward they enjoyed a picnic without alcoholic beverages
which, according to a contemporary newspaper account, “cheered and refreshed them.”
Such moderation was not always the case. In 1845 the holiday
fell on a Sunday and religious observances curtailed the festivities.
Feeling shortchanged, the next morning several Kalamazoo businessmen made up a pitcher of lemonade in James Walters’ store to toast
the holiday.
The small-scale celebration quickly grew larger. The third batch of
lemonade, prepared in a washtub, was fortified with “high wines” and
the celebration moved outdoors. Passersby were offered a glass and
those who refused were forcibly dunked in the tub.
Within a short time, many a Kalamazoo citizen from all ranks and
walks of life partook of the lemonade, the supply of which never
seemed exhausted.
Musical instruments appeared and an impromptu band entertained,
although its abilities quickly deteriorated. The carousing celebrants
marched to the river and back, stopped for a meal, and then resumed
until dark. Not all made it home that night, many sleeping on sidewalks, on the grass, and under the trees.
The next morning, students at the Kalamazoo Branch of the
University of Michigan (now Kalamazoo College) nursed their hangovers as President James A. B. Stone lectured on the evils of alcohol.
A more decorous celebration marked the centennial observance in
1876.
That date again fell on a Sunday. Other towns were asked not to
Throngs of people traveling down Main Street for the Fourth
hold observances so that everyone could join a county-wide celebraof July festivities, Kalamazoo 1876.
tion in Kalamazoo. Nearly 30,000 attended the day-long event.
The occasion was marked first in Richland where young men gathered at midnight and fired 100 guns to mark the start of
the day. Sunday services were held at the Richland Presbyterian Church before everyone went off to celebrate in Kalamazoo.
The village was alive with activity. At 10 a.m., a large parade organized at four staging points along
continued on page 23
www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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Summer Fun: Lake Resorts
in Kalamazoo County
F

or many families in Southwest Michigan, summer weekends often include a trip to the beach or a visit to
an amusement park.
These may seem modern escapes from the heat and the routine of daily life, but they were just as popular with area
residents a century ago.
Everyone familiar with Kalamazoo County knows about the
many opportunities for water and beach activities, perhaps
none more inviting than Gull Lake.
Today most of the lakefront is private property but 100
years ago it was filled with resorts, dance halls, hotels, and
vacation cottages for rent. Steamboats offered relaxing cruises,
often with bands providing musical entertainment in the evening. Lover’s Lane, the southwest outlet of Gull Lake, provided
opportunities for more secluded boating.
The first resort, located at the southern end of Gull Lake,
may have been Hawks’ Landing. Opened in the 1880s by
Elnathan Lorenzo Hawks, its attractions included 25-cent rides
Del Allen’s Allendale resort attracted visitors from across
on
the steamboat Crystal.
Southwest Michigan.
The rides proved popular and other resort operators were able
imitators. The steamboats provided not only pleasure outings but also delivered groceries (from the Ideal Grocery Store
in Yorkville) and the mail. They also transported vacationers
who arrived on the interurban light-rail system from both
Kalamazoo and Battle Creek.
By 1905, Hawks had been joined by more than a dozen
other resorts lining Gull
Lake. Some were public
while others were private
cottage associations offering summer homes and
rentals.
Del Allen of Battle
Creek built the Allendale The Old Stone Bridge on D Avenue was a popular destination for
Hotel and Resort that boaters on Gull Lake’s Lovers Lane.
featured an interurban stop. The LaBelle Resort replaced Hawks’ Landing. A girls’ camp, Camp
Pottawatomie, was located on Island Park. Other resorts included Midland Park,
Willow Beach, Highland Park, and Wildwood Park.
Automobiles as well as the interurban, while providing more people with access
to Gull Lake, hastened the end of the public resorts. The construction of private
homes replaced both the resorts and the cottage associations that offered vacation rentals.
For nearly 50 years, Gull Lake had proven a popular summer escape. It was
A picnic, dancing and boat rides were advertised
in this 4th of July flier from Hawk’s Grove Resort not, however, the only one in that part of the county. Near Augusta, Sherman
(later Hawks’ Landing), Gull Lake, 1885.
Lake offered another option for those looking for summer relaxation.
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There, Edward and Louise Dodge opened Shady Resort in
the early 1900s, shortly after the interurban line, which
crossed their property, was completed between Yorkville
and Augusta.
By the 1920s, additional summer cottages were being
built around the lake. In the 1930s, Jesse Graine of
Kalamazoo and George Hill of Battle Creek opened Silver
Beach on the north shore of Sherman Lake near today’s
public-access site.
Silver Beach was an African-American resort. Dr. Cornelius
Alexander, Kalamazoo’s first black surgeon, wrote that it was
a pleasant afternoon spent with the Graines at the resort
Camp Pottawatomie on Island Park in Gull Lake offered summer
that
persuaded him to open his practice in Kalamazoo.
recreation for girls.
Sherman Lake would also be the longtime home of the
Boy Scouts’ Camp Ben Johnson. Today the YMCA Outdoor Center is located there and the public-access site allows everyone
an opportunity to enjoy the lake.
In southern Kalamazoo County, northeast of Vicksburg in
Brady Township, Indian Lake was also the site of summer
resorts. In the 1890s, Frank Lemon, the 26-year-old son of
Jacob and Hannah Lemon, persuaded his parents that their
property was ideal for a summer resort.
Located on the northwest shore of the lake, Lemon Park
proved to be a popular and successful resort. In time, it
had its own stop on
the Chicago and Grand
Trunk railroad.
Vacationers from as
The skating rink was a popular attraction at Oakwood Park on
far as Chicago and as Woods Lake in Kalamazoo.
near as Vicksburg rented cottages for a summer stay or came out for a day or a weekend to take advantage
of the beach and the dance hall. Vicksburg merchants sponsored an annual community picnic. Lemon Park remained popular until the 1940s.
Two other parks on Indian Lake, Adams Park and Munn’s Knoll, also opened in the
early 20th century. In 1926, the Church of the Nazarene purchased most of Adams
Park to serve as a church camp, which is still located there today.
The Crystal carried vacationers on cruises
Munn’s Knoll, like Lemon Park, eventually fell victim to the automobile age and
around Gull Lake.
the greater mobility that vacationers enjoyed because they were no longer restricted
to resorts on railroad or interurban lines.
Within what are now the city limits of Kalamazoo, Woods Lake offered summer recreation at Oakwood Park, a full amusement attraction with a roller coaster, skating rink, dance hall, penny arcade, concession stand, and band shell.
Originally known as Lake View, it was opened by George Wheeler on July 5, 1893, and for more than 30 years Oakwood
Park was the “Coney Island” of Kalamazoo.
The Oakland Avenue streetcar line brought visitors to the entrance on Parkview Avenue. During the park‘s heyday, streetcars arrived and departed every 10 minutes. Extra cars were added for special events.
Oakwood Park closed in 1925. As with other resorts and parks, automobiles and the end of the streetcar era spelled its
demise. Some reports indicate that the rollercoaster cars were sunk to the bottom of Woods Lake and the lumber used to
build a home in Oakwood.
So, as summer rolls around again and families flock to beaches and travel to amusement parks, it’s good to remember
that a century ago, Kalamazoo residents were spending their summers the same way.
www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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alamazoo derives its name from the river that flows through the northeast portion of the community on
its way to Lake Michigan.
The river provided more than an identity for the settlement that grew from village to city. It also provided food, drinking
water, transportation, and water power. Not surprisingly, the pioneers clustered around the river near where the Arcadia
and Portage creeks fed into it.
Of course, these latecomers were not the first to
recognize the importance of the Kalamazoo River.
In the 1821 Treaty of Chicago, the Pottawatomie
were induced to cede ownership of most of west,
southwest, and south central Michigan to the
United States. They retained five tracts of land,
notably “Match-e-be-nash-e-wish,” a nine squaremile reservation that included all of present-day
downtown Kalamazoo adjacent to the river.
At least one Pottawatomie village was located
where several Native American trails converged
on the river near East Michigan Avenue. Fish were
plentiful, as was fresh water, and fur traders visited
regularly after the 1790s.
Postcard, Kalamazoo River, 1911
In 1827, the Pottawatomie agreed to consolidate
their five reservations into a single large tract in what is now southern Kalamazoo and northern St. Joseph counties. The
land along the Kalamazoo River became available to pioneers.
In the summer of 1829, Titus Bronson, then living in Ann Arbor, came to the region and decided the land just west of the
river would be an ideal site for a town.
After spending the winter at Bazel
Harrison’s settlement on Prairie Ronde,
Bronson returned the following year
and, with his brother-in-law Stephen
Richardson, filed a claim for the southwest
quarter of section 15 in Township 2 South,
Range 11 West. (This land is bounded by
Kalamazoo Avenue, Westnedge Avenue,
Lovell Street, and, approximately, Pitcher
Street.) Without question, the proximity
of this acreage to the river influenced
Bronson’s decision.
Bronson platted a village to which he This stereograph image reveals the beauty of the Kalamazoo River in the late 1800s.
gave his name in 1831. In April of that
year Michigan’s territorial governor, Lewis Cass, designated the village of Bronson as the county seat. A town, renamed
Kalamazoo in 1836, developed westward from the river along Main Street (now Michigan Avenue). To facilitate traffic,
Nathan Harrison operated a ferry where East Michigan Avenue now crosses the river until 1835 when the first bridge at
the location was built.
The Kalamazoo River and its tributaries were important sources of power for the fledgling settlement. In late 1831,
Bronson built a sawmill on the Portage Creek. Several years later, in 1836, the first of what would eventually be several
grain mills was built on that creek.
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To provide further water power, a millrace was dug across what was then a large
bend in the Kalamazoo River. (A millrace is a narrow channel through which part
of a river is directed to increase the speed of the river’s flow and generate greater
power.) Over time, the bend has disappeared and the river’s course follows the millrace.
Exploiting the energy of the river and the tributary streams and creeks that
flowed into it throughout Kalamazoo County was not limited to Bronson’s town.
Comstock, Augusta, and Galesburg also took advantage of this natural source of
power. In 1874, despite the advent of steam power, there were still 13 flour mills
and nine sawmills operating on water
power in Kalamazoo County. Several
of these in the southern part of the
county were on streams flowing into
the St. Joseph River system.
The Kalamazoo River was never a
major artery for freight transportation for the early merchants and pioneers. It had been quite useful to the
This reprint of an 1834 plat map of
Kalamazoo shows the location of Nathan Native Americans and the fur traders
Harrison’s rope ferry (highlighted).
in their lighter canoes. Several efforts
were made in the late 1830s and again in the 1840s to ship produce from
Kalamazoo to Lake Michigan and from there by lake boat around the Lower
Peninsula to Detroit.
In 1836, prominent businessmen Lucius Lyon, Thomas C. Sheldon, and
Justus Burdick, among others, built a large flatboat to carry cargo on the
river. A first trip was successful but on its second voyage the barge was
wrecked at the mouth of the river.
David Walbridge, an established grain dealer from Buffalo who settled in
Kalamazoo in 1842, mounted a more successful effort. Walbridge built several flat boats to transport grain, flour, and other produce. It took three days
to float a fully loaded vessel to Lake Michigan and seven days to return. He The millrace that cut off the original oxbow bend in
operated this fleet until 1846 when the railroad finally reached Kalamazoo, the Kalamazoo River is clearly evident in this 1873
map. Today the millrace has become the river chanproviding a more reliable and economical means of transportation.
nel and the oxbow has been eliminated.
The river and its main creeks continued to play an important role in the
economic development of the region for many years.
The Kalamazoo Paper Co. built the first paper mill on
Portage Creek in 1866 and over the years other factories, foundries, and mills located along the river for its
water and energy resources.
Sadly, too, the river and the creeks were used
thoughtlessly for unregulated disposal of sewage and
industrial wastes. Efforts continue to help the water
system recover from past industrial abuses. A focus on
economic development along the riverfront helps spur
the renewal of downtown Kalamazoo.
The Kalamazoo River will again play an equally
important but very different role in the life of the
region, as it did for the Pottawatomie and the early
Postcard, Kalamazoo River, 1907.
settlers.
www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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SECOND IN A SERIES

DEEP IMPACT

The Townships of
Kalamazoo County: Alamo

Fireworks in the Skies
this fourth of july

I

t might seem more likely that a township named Alamo would be found in
the southwest United States rather than in Southwest Michigan. The naming of Alamo Township, however, reflects the impact of national events on
Kalamazoo County.
The township in the far northwest corner of Kalamazoo County was organized on March 6, 1838, two years to the day
after the fall of that fabled fortress in San Antonio, Texas.
In 1830, Robert Clark Jr. completed the official survey of Township 1 South, Range 12 West, as Alamo is designated
on the grid created by the Michigan land survey. That designation indicates
the township is the first one south of the Base Line and the 12th west of
the Michigan Meridian. Alamo’s distinguishing geographical feature was
swampy lowland that sliced across the township diagonally from southwest
to northeast.
The terrain discouraged early settlers but did not prevent speculators
from buying the land in hopes of future profit. The 1838 tax rolls show that
non-resident landowners outnumbered resident landowners by more than
two to one.
Alamo’s first permanent settlers arrived in May 1835. They were William
Finch, his son, and his five daughters with their husbands and families. The
Julius and Dorothy Fox Hackley were prosperous
Finch Settlement, as it was known, was in Section 1 in the far northeastern early settlers of Alamo Township.
corner of the township. Finch, an elderly pioneer, died four months after he
arrived. His was the first recorded death in the township.
Other early settlers included Julius and Dorothy Fox Hackley, who also arrived
in 1835. Hackley became a successful farmer and land speculator, accumulating
at least twenty 80-acre tracts that he sold profitably.
The population of the township grew steadily and, in 1838, Alamo gained selfgovernment. The first township meeting was in Seth G. Whitlock’s home.
Several factors contributed to Alamo’s development during the 19th century.
A small village, Alamo Center, developed at what is now the intersection of D
Avenue and 6th Street. The first settler was James G. Tarbell in 1841. He became
the postmaster in 1850 and a small business district developed.
The growth of Alamo Center was further assisted in 1870 when the Kalamazoo
and South Haven Railroad arrived, crossing 6th Street about a half mile south
of the village center.
By the 1890s, Alamo Center boasted a creamery, a cooper shop, several blackFred and Ethel Wilson originally built this smiths, two sawmills, a peppermint distillery, cider mills, a general store, and, in
general store in Alamo Center circa 1896. It
time, a pickle-salting station.
remained a store until the 1990s. Today it is
The small hamlet of Williams, near the intersection of 2nd Street and EF
an apartment building.
Avenue, shipped both lumber and bricks from the Williams Brickyard on the
railroad. Bulch, even smaller, was a flag stop near today’s Hart Road, Owen Road, and 8th Street.
Other townships grew rapidly in their first decades and then declined by the end of the century. Alamo’s population, by
contrast, climbed steadily until it reached 1,161 in 1904. It reported 3,820 residents in the 2000 census.
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ASA and the University of Maryland’s mission, “Deep
Impact,” will create a bit of a ruckus on July 4.
The spacecraft will rendezvous with the comet Tempel 1 and
crash an 800-pound probe into the comet.
Space scientists hope to observe the formation of a crater,
measure the crater’s size, determine what materials are exposed within the crater, and observe any changes in the release
of gases that result from the collision.
The probe began its journey in December 2004. Launched from the Kennedy
Space Center, it began a half-year voyage to meet the icy nucleus of comet
Tempel 1 on the Fourth of July nearly 83 million miles from Earth.
Comet Tempel 1 is one of many short-period comets orbiting the sun in
the inner solar system. It was discovered on April 3, 1867, by Ernst Wilhelm
Leberecht Tempel of Marseilles, France.
This mountain-sized chunk of ices (both water and ammonia) and dust is
estimated to measure about three to four miles across, and takes about 5½
years to circle the sun between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.
Comets are important to astronomers because they are made of the same
material that forms the solar system; in comets the material has not been altered as much.
Astronomer Fred Whipple once described comets as dirty snowballs drifting through space. Deep Impact will, hopefully,
help determine how these snowballs are structured.
One theory is that comet nuclei are icy materials loosely clumped into
flying gravel piles. Another theory is that their structure is more like grainy
snow seen along roadsides during a spring thaw.
In either case, long periods of exposure to solar radiation modify the comet,
evaporating frozen gases from its surface. What’s left behind is a dark crust.
Where there are breaks in the crust, jets of gas from below the surface escape
and form a fuzzy cloud, or coma, that surrounds the comet’s nucleus.
To learn which theory better describes this comet, Deep Impact will blast a
probe into its surface. The probe has two sections: one will impact the comet
and blast the crater while the other will fly by making measurements and taking pictures of the collision.
The 800-pound, battery-powered impactor section of the probe will return data until it collides with the comet. It is
made mostly of copper, which scientists can isolate from the comet’s composition. The fly-by section will observe the collision with visual and infra-red cameras, making spectral measurements to reveal the chemical composition of the exposed
materials.
Astronomers on Earth will be watching through telescopes to see whether there are any changes in the brightness and
appearance of the comet. Some scientists anticipate the comet will flare up in brightness for a few days, possibly making
it visible with just a pair of binoculars.
To follow the mission over the summer, visit: http://deepimpact.jpl.nasa.gov/ and http://deepimpact.umd.edu/

Images from top: an artist’s rendering shows the impact of the probe into the comet. Above left: the Deep Impact spacecraft launches from Cape
Canaveral, Florida, (Kennedy Space Center/Elizabeth Warner). Above right: assembling the Impactor spacecraft (Ball Aerospace and Technologies
Corp.). All images courtesy NASA.
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HIDDEN TREASURE

The Oldest Views of Kalamazoo
A

t a recent meeting of local historians, I challenged them to identify the oldest image of Kalamazoo. We
lexamined early photographs from the collections of the Museum, Kalamazoo Public Library and Western Michigan
University Archives. The oldest published photo
was taken in 1861 and shows Main Street
between Portage and Rose. But is it the earliest?
I wondered if an ambrotype in the Museum’s
collection could be earlier.
Dating the ambrotype presented a difficult
challenge. Ambrotypes, which are early photographs on glass, are known for their low quality, and this one is dark and cracked. I had it
scanned and enhanced to make out some of the
details that could help date the buildings and
businesses.
We had the following clues:
1. A sign for “BALDWIN’S DAGUERREAN ROOMS”
on the building owned by Woodbury and Parsons.
Schuyler Baldwin, Kalamazoo’s first professional Main Street looking west from Portage Street, 1861. Courtesy of the Archives and
photographer, opened for business at that loca- Regional History Collections, Western Michigan University.
tion in November 1851. That gave us the earliest
possible date for the image.
2. Further down the block is the Cosmopolitan
House (later the Burdick House with the cupola
on top). Construction began in 1850 and was
completed in 1854. The hotel appears to be complete and open for business which would date the
image no earlier than 1854.
3. The Woodbury & Parsons sign, on the second
building to the right, actually confuses the issue.
The dry goods firm, Woodbury and Parsons, closed
in 1850, but Parsons stayed in business there
until 1857. He probably didn’t repaint the sign
until after 1854 (if we believe the earliest date of
1854 from Clue 2) and he may have never done so.
If the new occupant, L.W. Perrin, chose to replace From an ambrotype. North side of Main Street looking west from Portage
Street, circa 1856–57. Collection, Kalamazoo Valley Museum.*
the Woodbury & Parsons sign with his own, then
the ambrotype probably dates to no later than 1857.
4. The ambrotype itself. The ambrotype process was patented in 1854. Baldwin and his competitor, Samuel W. Bryan,
advertised in 1856 that they now produced ambrotypes. This clue supports an early date of 1856.
No single clue definitively dates this image of Kalamazoo, but each one helps to confirm a time period. The ambrotype
certainly dates after November 1851 when Schuyler Baldwin opened shop on Main Street, but it is probably no later than
1857, the last year that Parsons was in business at that location. Taken together, a date of 1856–57 seems as accurate as
possible. All the local historians agreed, the ambrotype is probably the oldest known image of Kalamazoo.
—Paula Metzner, curator of collections
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The Kalamazoo Valley Museum is located at 230 N. Rose St. in downtown Kalamazoo.
FREE GENERAL ADMISSION • OPEN DAILY
SUMMER HOURS: Monday through Friday from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Saturday from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. • Sunday and Holidays from 1 to 5 P.M.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION
THE GREAT LAKES STORY

SUMMER HANDS-ON
HAPPENINGS:
Michigan, The Great
Lakes State
Wednesdays 1 – 4 p.m. FREE

June 18 – Jan. 15,
2006
Discover
the
natural beauty, physical
characteristics, geography
and
geology that make the Great Lakes unique.
The Great Lakes Story is a hands-on exhibit
that celebrates the human and economic
importance of the Great Lakes region, inviting visitors of all ages to investigate ways in
which this ecosystem of both national and
global importance is being restored.
The Great Lakes Story features a large walkaround map of the Great Lakes basin, touchscreen video presentations including the
Louis Lamprey Show, songs and
stories of the Great Lakes, environmental Karaoke, a Great Lakes
Food Web puzzle, and many other
enticing activities guaranteed to provide
entertainment and education for everyone.
A traveling exhibit created by the Great Lakes Science
Center in Cleveland, Ohio, in conjunction with the
National Science Foundation

www.kalamazoomuseum.org

Explore the Great Lakes! Join us for a summer full of water, sun, sand, people, places
and fish. Get your feet wet as we learn
more about the Great Lakes through art and
songs. Each week create 10 different arts
and craft projects that highlight life on the
Great Lakes. Local musician and educator
Benjamin Gauthier will engage families in
music, dance, and songs focused on each
weekly theme.

JUNE 22: THE GREAT LAKES

The Great Lakes, remembered best by
H.O.M.E.S. (Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie
and Superior), contain about 90% of the surface fresh water in the United States. Learn
what is unique about each of these lakes
and why some call the “mitten” their home.

JUNE 29: LAND HO!

Discover the land that surrounds the Great
Lakes and learn how they were formed.
Create “geological art,” like sand pictures
and a rock bingo game, just for starters.

JULY 6: GO FISH!

An estimated 250 species of fish live in the
Great Lakes. Learn more about the Great
Lakes fish and animals through rubbings,
fish prints and fishing lures.

JULY 13: HOME SWEET HOME

Eight U.S. states and 2 Canadian provinces
touch the Great Lakes. Get to know the people and the places of the Great Lakes. Create

lighthouses, cabins, and resorts. Learn about
the Michigan Native American tribes and
others who have called this place home.

JULY 20: WORKIN’ IT OUT!

Do you know that you can get from any
of the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean?
Explore the forms of transportation that have
used this system of water, and the industries
that have used (and sometimes abused) the
water. Create canoes, boats, logging rafts,
and crafts from recycled materials.

JULY 27: LET’S PLAY!

People travel to Michigan to play! Water
sports, like swimming, boating, skiing, and
surfing, attract not just those who live here.
Design skis, create surfing pictures and
more.

AUG. 3: LEGENDS AND LORE

The Great Lakes are filled with sunken ships,
lost treasure, and are the source of lots of
folklore. Enjoy this lore and the history that
make the Great Lakes so enchanting. Sift
for gems, build a treasure chest, and create
artifacts that tell legends of the lakes.

SUMMER DEMOS
From June 16 through August 6, join us
for fun science and history demonstrations
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays
at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. in the Curiosity
Center. Free

JAM SESSION
SUNDAYS: JUNE 5, JULY 3, &
AUG. 7
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Listen to K’zoo Folklife Organization music.
Free
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THEMED BIRTHDAY PARTIES

Programs no
longer available

CHILDREN’S LANDSCAPE

All birthday parties are $10 per child.
The fee includes a program, hands-on
activities, and a goody bag for each
child. Reservations and pre-payment
must be made at least two weeks in
advance.

Children’s Landscape is designed to introduce preschoolers and their parents to an
interactive museum setting. Hands-on activities, exhibits, and programs are designed
for children 5 and under. Children older than 5 may participate only if accompanying
a preschool buddy, with the expectation that their play be appropriate to preschool
surroundings. Free

Preschool Parties (ages 3-5)
Planetarium Party (ages 5-8)
Birthday Space Adventure
Programs
no(ages 8 & 9)
Challenger Birthday Blast-Off! (ages 10 & up)

HOURS: Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri.,
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wed. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday 1 to 5 p.m.

longer available

For more information on any program,
call 269/373-7965 or visit
www.kalamazoomuseum.org

SCOUT PROGRAMS

PLANETARIUM

Call 269/373-7990 for a complete listing.

VOLUNTEER ALERT!

Call (269)373-7986 to learn about the
beneﬁts of volunteering at the KVM.

FREEDOM CAMP

Learn the legacy of the Underground
Railroad in Southwest Michigan.
Visit historic sites, participate
in dramatizations, and view the
planetarium show, “Secrets in the Sky.”
$85 fee includes snacks, transportation
& materials; campers bring their
own lunches. Minimum 15 campers;
maximum 30. Registration and payment
required by June 13, 2005. Space
limited—register early. Call (269)3737965 for more information. Proof of
child’s age required.

ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES

The Museum is barrier-free. Sign
language interpreters may be scheduled
for programs with a minimum of two
weeks’ notice. Assisted-listening devices
are also available in the planetarium.
Our TDD number is (269)373-7982.

JUNE/JULY

The Great Outdoors

WHERE IN THE UNIVERSE IS
CARMEN SANDIEGO?
Saturdays, 11 a.m.
Wednesday & Sundays, 1:30 p.m.
July 2 – Sept. 4

Attention ACME Spacenet Detectives! Carmen
Sandiego has stolen the rings of Saturn and
we need your help to get them back. Join
us as explore the planets while we pursue
Carmen Sandiego across the solar system.

TREASURES OF THE MILKY WAY

IN SEARCH OF NEW WORLDS

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

Wednesdays, 4 p.m.
Saturdays & Sundays, 3 p.m.
July 2 – Sept. 4

Astronomers searching for new planets now
look to stars beyond our solar system. More
than 120 planets have been discovered orbiting distant stars since 1985. Learn about the
techniques that astronomers are using today
and the tools they will be using to find Earthlike worlds in the future.

Saturdays 2 p.m.
July 2 – Sept. 3

Ahoy mates! The pirate Beardless Red will be
your guide as we search for the Treasures of
the Milky Way. Find out how to locate star
clusters, nebulae and more as you search our
galaxy with binoculars.

CHALLENGER LEARNING CENTER
IN MEMORY OF ALVIN H. AND EMILY T. LITTLE
The Kalamazoo Valley Museum’s Challenger Learning Center is an innovative
educational facility complete with a Space Station and Mission Control and
serves thousands of students each year in simulated space missions. A special
group mission for kids is described below. Call (269) 373-7965 to register and
for details about other programs for groups.

JUNIOR MISSIONS

This is a specially designed 90-minute mission for children ages 8 and up. Preflight hands-on activities prepare the junior astronauts for their exciting flight in
the Challenger Learning Center’s spacecraft simulator. Successful crews will receive
certificates and mission memorabilia. An excellent program for scouts and other
clubs. Ages 8 & up; minimum of 8, maximum of 14 participants. Registration is
required at least two weeks prior to mission date; $10/person.
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Play with animals, go fishing, camp on
the lake, catch butterflies, and sit under
the stars in this make-believe play area for
young children.

Journey into space with state-of-the-art technology providing spectacular sights and sounds to
guide your imagination and experience our amazing universe. All programs $3/person.

Museography

Tell Me A Story

Share stories and activities throughout
Children’s Landscape inspired by our favorite
picture books.

CIRCLE TIME
PROGRAMS

These programs are offered free of charge
to families and preschool groups. Sories,
musical activities, games, and art projects
will be offered each week. Programs are
approximately 20 minutes long and begin
at 10 a.m. Monday through Friday. Programs
are appropriate for ages 3-5.

Monday: Preschool Math
Tuesday: Preschool Science
Wednesday: Preschool Stories
Thursday: Preschool Music
Friday: Preschool Art

Idlewild, continued from page 5

Fourth of July Celebrations, continued from page 13

They performed before black audiences to hone their
talent, yet on many occasions whites came over from
Ludington and down from Traverse City to enjoy the entertainment. Entertainers, such as Mel Torme, came to sample
the blues music and to hear the likes of Lionel Hampton.
The passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 in effect
sounded the death knell for Idlewild. Racism and segregation built and developed Idlewild, and desegregation
played an important role in its decline.
T. J. Hibler, a Kalamazooan then living in Cassopolis,
retains fond memories of her visit in the early 1960s. “The
thing I remember most about Idlewild is the Hyde Park
Villa. My mother and I had heard so much about Idlewild
that we decided to drive up to see what it was all about.“
“The people at the Hyde Park Villa where we stayed
made us feel very welcome and told us all the best places
to go,” Hibler said. “One of the places was the Paradise
Club that had a big band.”
Visitors to the Kalamazoo Valley Museum, beginning
this July 2, will be able to sample the experience with the
opening of the exhibition, “Welcome to Idlewild: The Black
Eden of Michigan.”
More about Idlewild is available in The Idlewild
Community: Black Eden by Western Michigan University
professors Lewis Walker and Ben Wilson.

Main Street. The marchers included bands, fraternal organizations, the fire department, and ordinary citizens.
A decorated wagon carried Frances Little dressed as
the Goddess of Liberty. She was surrounded by 37 young
women representing the various states. Dr. A. O. Hitchcock
and Mrs. Alexander Cameron dressed as George and Martha
Washington.
At 11 a.m., church bells rang and the celebration began.
Taking a long and circuitous route, the parade made its way
through most of the village’s streets before ending up at the
County Courthouse.
Bands played appropriate music; a 100-voice grand chorus sang “America” and other songs. Poems were read. Gen.
Isaac R. Sherwood of Ohio gave the keynote address and the
Declaration of Independence was read. The celebration then
broke for lunch.
At 4 p.m., crowds gathered again to hear patriotic tunes
and listen to Dr. Foster Pratt recount the history of the
county. At the close of that program, all sang “Auld Lang
Syne.”
Still the day was not done. When darkness fell, “the finest display of fire-works ever seen in Kalamazoo” marked
the end of the glorious celebration.
As we celebrate this July, perhaps if we listen carefully,
we might hear the echoes of those earlier holidays.

www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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RECENT ACQUISITION

A surprise in the mail
A

simple swivel or pull was all it took to reveal the hidden advertisement in 14
unique postcards* that Jean Hamill of Plymouth, Mich. donated in 2004.
The postcards were printed by Livermore & Knight Co.
of Providence, R.I., a company renowned for its innovative and creative advertising cards.
At first glance, it looked as though whomever was able
to afford these unique advertising mailers surely had to
be doing quite well in business.
Then we swiveled, pulled, or opened each card to
reveal that these were advertisements for Sam Folz
Clothing Store of Kalamazoo. They had a local connection
and for our collection, that’s important.
The cards were mailed to the Frank Frobenius family
Closed (above) and
open (below). of Kalamazoo between 1892 and 1904.
The postcards are a real prize for the Museum’s collection because they connect to a
lucrative and well-known local
clothing store in a whimsical and humorous way, and
because some of them reveal
commonplace racial stereotyping of the time. These are
truly little treasures.

S

amuel Folz opened his clothing
store in 1884 and developed a
reputation as an upstanding citizen
and successful businessman.
On Dec. 11, 1887, The Kalamazoo
Gazette reported that Folz “owes
his success to judicious advertising
and doing just what he advertised
to do.”
In 1888 the Gazette told its readers that “fair profits and the one
price system has landed him on
the tower of prosperity.” His reputation for “fair-and-square dealing”
was known throughout Southwest
Michigan. Customers would travel as
far as 40 miles to get his good clothing at a fair price.
His store, shown in this photograph from
around 1900,
was located
at the southeast corner of
Michigan and
Portage streets
in downtown
Kalamazoo,
continued
to thrive for
many years
after his death
in 1924.
Today it’s
the site of the
Olde Peninsula Brewpub.

What are we looking for?

The kinds of things museums look for might surprise you. It isn’t always a great work
of art or a piece of fancy furniture… more often it’s the stuff of daily life. Today the
Kalamazoo Valley Museum is collecting for the 20th century. If it was used between 1900
and 1999, and can help tell the story of Southwest Michigan, it may be just what we’re
looking for. If you have something you think belongs in a museum, please contact
Tom Dietz, curator of research, at (269)373-7984 or tdietz@kvcc.edu.
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MARY JANE STRYKER

Theater

Summer 2005

Movies at the Museum

All films will screen Saturdays and Sundays at 3 pm except where
noted (*). Certain films will also screen Wednesday nights at 7 pm
where noted. $3/person.

Blue Dahlia presents Buster Keaton’s The General (live music
performance with film)
Sunday, June 12—3 pm
Wednesday, June 15—8 pm

E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial
Saturday, June 18—3 pm
Sunday, June 19—3 pm

The War of the Worlds (original version 1953)
Wednesday, June 22—7 pm
Saturday, June 25—3 pm
Sunday, June 26—3 pm

Raiders of the Lost Ark
Wednesday, June 29—7 pm
Saturday, July 2—3 pm
Sunday, July 3—3 pm

Goldfinger
Wednesday, July 6—7 pm
Saturday, July 9—3 pm
Sunday, July 10—3 pm

Roman Holiday
Saturday, July 16—3 pm
Sunday, July 17—3 pm

American Graffiti
Wednesday, July 20—7 pm
Saturday, July 23—3 pm
Sunday, July 24—3 pm

Jaws
Wednesday, July 27—7 pm
Saturday, July 30—3 pm
Sunday, July 31—3 pm

Monty Python’s Meaning of Life
Wednesday, Aug. 3—7 pm
Saturday, Aug. 6—3 pm
Sunday, Aug. 7—3 pm

Blue Hawaii (Elvis Presley)
Saturday, Aug. 13—3 pm
Sunday, Aug. 14—3 pm

Music at the Museum

Live music performances by local acts. 7 p.m.
Wednesday, June 15, July 13, and Aug. 10.
Check our website for more information on performers and times.

Saturday Free Documentary Series

Saturdays at 1 p.m. Runtime 60 min. FREE
Life Beyond Earth: This PBS series explores questions related to
the possibility of life existing elsewhere in the universe. Hosted by
Timothy Ferris.
June 11: Part 1: Are We Alone?
June 18: Part 2: Is Anybody Listening?
Ocean Wilds: In this original PBS series, Feodor Pitcairn’s images
and personal observations offer a fresh vision of life as it transpires
daily in the sea.
June 25: Realm of the Killer Whales
July 2: Sperm Whale Oasis
Stephen Hawking’s Universe: This incredible 6-part series by
renowned cosmologist Stephen Hawking presents an intergalactic
detective story, rich with mystery, unexpected twists and astonishing relevations.
July 9: Episode 1: Seeing is Believing
July 16: Episode 2: The Big Bang
July 23: Episode 3: Cosmic Alchemy
July 30: Episode 4: On the Dark Side
Aug. 6: Episode 5: Black Holes and Beyond
Aug. 13: Episode 6: The Answer to Everything

Sunday Free Documentary Series

Sundays at 1 p.m. Runtime 50 min. FREE
Connections I: An Alternative View of Change; host James Burke.
The original season of the award-winning 1978 BBC series.
June 12: Episode 1: The Trigger Effect
June 19: Episode 2: Death in the Morning
June 26: Episode 3: Distant Voices
July 3: Episode 4: Faith in Numbers
July 10: Episode 5: The Wheel of Fortune
July 17: Episode 6: Thunder in the Skies
July 24: Episode 7: The Long Chain
July 31: Episode 8: Eat, Drink, and Be Merry
Aug. 7: Episode 9: Countdown
Aug. 14: Episode 10: Yesterday, Tomorrow, and You
Tickets for free events can be reserved by calling 269/373-7990 or 800/7723370 on the day before he event, beginning at 9 a.m. Free tickets are limited
to 4 per household or group. Seats that are not occupied ten (10) minutes
before show time will be released to other guests.

Kalamazoo Valley Museum
230 N. Rose Street • downtown Kalamazoo
FREE General Admission Open Daily
(except MLK, Jr. Day, Easter, Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve & Christmas Day)

SUMMER HOURS Mon.—Fri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sun. and Holidays 1 to 5 p.m.
269/373-7990 • 800/772-3370 www.kalamazoomuseum.org
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JUNE 22: THE GREAT LAKES
Learn what is unique about Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie and Superior,
and why some call the “mitten” their home.
JUNE 29: LAND HO!
Discover the land that surrounds the Great Lakes and learn how they
were formed. Create “geological art,” like sand pictures.
JULY 6: GO FISH!
Learn more about the Great Lakes ﬁsh and animals through rubbings,
ﬁsh prints and ﬁshing lures.
JULY 13: HOME SWEET HOME
Get to know the people and the places of the Great Lakes, including
the Michigan Native American tribes and others who have called
this place home.
JULY 20: WORKIN’ IT OUT!
Do you know that you can get from any of the Great Lakes to
the Atlantic Ocean? Explore the forms of transportation using
this system, and the industries that have used (and sometimes
abused) the water.
JULY 27: LET’S PLAY!
People travel to Michigan to play! Create art and learn about
water sports, like swimming, boating, skiing, and surﬁng,
AUG. 3: LEGENDS AND LORE
Enjoy Great Lakes stories about sunken ships, lost treasure,
and more folklore.
…AND OUR SUMMER SMORGASBORD!
Fom June 16 through Aug. 6, join us for fun, free science
and history demonstrations Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Fridays at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. in the Curiosity Center.

